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Introduction 

A recent study on the issue of 

Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions 

from ships [1, 2], carried out for 

campaign groups Seas at Risk and 

Transport and Environment, argues 

that reducing ship speed by 20% will 

result in three main benefits: 

• Reduced GHG emissions; 

• Reduced noise levels that would be 

harmful to marine mammals; 

• Reduced danger of collision with 

whales. 

However, the consequences of the 

introduction of speed limitations need to 

be examined holistically and in detail as 

such a measure will have long-term 

effect on global trade. Quantifying the 

impact and the relative benefit of 

different short-term measures is 

challenging, but specific optimal 

solutions must be identified. The 

conclusions presented in the study [2] 

on GHG emissions purely focus on ship 

operating speed reduction without 

acknowledging alternative measures 

and the multiple other, often conflicting, 

ship and fleet performance parameters 

which could be adversely affected. 

Issue with Speed Reduction 

Rather than ship speed through the 

water (not over the ground as this is 

affected by currents, etc.), it is 

imperative to consider main engine 

load, as this directly governs fuel 

consumption. The Maximum 

Continuous Rating (MCR) of a medium 

or slow speed marine engine is 

generally around 10% to 15% below the 

maximum power. The engine and 

propeller, together with the hull form, 

are selected and optimised for the 

specified contract design speed, which 

would be verified in calm water sea 

trials. Therefore, any deviation, i.e. a 

reduction of speed to some lower level, 

would result in several issues: 

• The main engine would be working 

in a non-optimised performance 

range, as will the propeller; 

• The ship hull and bulbous bow 

would be working at a non-optimal 

speed at which they would be less 

hydrodynamically efficient; 

• The reduced speed will likely 

increase the rate of fouling of the 

hull resulting in either further speed 

reduction or an increase in power 

and hence fuel consumption for the 

same speed. 
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Figure 1: Main Engine – Power versus RPM [after 3] 

Further Potential Issues of 

Speed Limits 

A ship and machinery installation are 

usually selected and optimised for a 

specific operating scenario/design point. 

As is clearly illustrated in Figure 1, a 

ship rarely operates at the design point, 

rather typically within a wide and varied 

envelope driven by many external 

criteria. In addition, as trade demand is 

driven by the concept of tonne-miles, 

then the volume of goods required to be 

moved at any given time is reliant on 

the ship speed. If the operating speed 

is reduced, then it follows that more 

ships are needed to service the 

demand in a given time period. Thus, 

reduced operating speed generates a 

requirement for more ships and 

therefore directly increases the total 

environmental impact from raw 

materials, the actual process of 

constructing the ship and on into 

operational in-service demands, such 

as flying crews around the world. 

Hence, a greater number of ships will 

directly increase the fleet wetted 

surface area available for fouling 

together with a higher risk of fouling due 

to lower operating speeds. There will 

also be increased maintenance 

requirements, not only because of the 

increased number of ships, and hence 

machinery installations, but because 

engines will be running at sub-optimal 

loads. Therefore, this inevitable 

increase in the size of the world fleet will 

result in overall environmental 

detriment rather than an improvement 

as claimed.  
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Figure 2: Ship in a seaway 

Moreover, a greater number of ships 

employed on international trade will 

likely result in an increased risk of 

collision with large marine mammals, 

and overall fleet generated underwater 

noise will also likely increase hence 

adversely affecting marine life, even if 

the noise generated by each individual 

ship is reduced. 

Furthermore, there is no direct 

correlation between emissions from 

shipping and operating speed, as the 

dynamic effects of weather, cargo 

loading, fouling conditions, etc. have a 

significant impact on a ship’s true 

operational performance and hence 

fuel demand. As a result, GHG 

emission levels can vary significantly 

given an assumed constant speed.  

Optimal Ship Design and 

Operation 

Whilst looking at ways to reduce GHG 

emissions and protecting the 

environment is critical, which is 

something Safinah Group is an 

advocate of, it is imperative that the 

marine industry does not solely focus 

on one aspect of the issue in isolation 

but rather considers holistically the 

whole chain of events that would be 
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impacted by it. Regrettably, robust 

scientific research that attempts to build 

the types of environmental models that 

allow a true multiple attribute lifecycle 

assessment seems to be lacking. 

We, as an industry, must ensure that 

the right questions are being addressed 

in a transparent and reliable manner, 

hence ensuring informed, balanced and 

reasoned arguments are facilitated and 

therefore resilient and optimal 

conclusions drawn. If such 

comprehensive and robust analyses 

are not employed, then there is a real 

risk that changes made will have a 

significant adverse impact on the 

environment.  

Guidelines for Protective 

Coating Selection 

From a coating perspective, if a lower 

ship operating speed limitation is 

adopted, it is important for ship owners 

and operators to consider the 

appropriate antifouling products based 

on the planned operating speed and 

levels of activity. A ship will incur fouling 

penalty if the coating systems are not 

selected specifically and optimised for 

‘real world’ operational conditions. 

Safinah Consulting should be 

contacted for any advice relating to 

specification review and 

recommendations regarding coatings 

and overall ship design.  

For more further information/advice on this topic contact The Special Projects team:  

Email: specialprojects@safinah-group.com 

Tel:     +44 (0)1670 519 900  
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Contact one of our experts at: 

enquires@safinah-group.com 




